
HV Mexico Service Offerings
HV Mexico produces a wide range of less complex 
stampings and fabrications. We will ensure only the 
highest quality product arrives at your shipping door. 
HV Mexico specializes in parts that generally allow 
more open tolerance and use a thicker gage material. 
This would include parts for shelving, furniture, racking, 
frame supports and more. HV Mexico can also meet 
all of your welding and powder coating needs. We will 
move the parts across the border and then ship directly 
to you using JIT and Kanban delivery methods.

Your Complete Metal Service Manufacturer

Mexico
Your partner for metal fabrication and stampings
Harvey Vogel has partnered with a Mexico metal fabricator to meet all of your sheet 
metal needs. While Harvey Vogel in the USA continues to produce those tough and 
complex stampings with tighter tolerances, HV Mexico can now provide you with simpler, 
thicker gage parts. Harvey Vogel not only evaluates which metal process (stamping, 
fabrication, machining or waterjet) provides you the best value, but now we also save 
you money by choosing the best facility to produce your parts. And we do all of this 
while maintaining the highest quality.

Our new partnership with HV Mexico expands our global presence as we continue to be 
“Your Complete Metal Service Manufacturer.”
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“ Your Complete Metal 
Service Manufacturer”

Quality Metal Stampings  
and Fabrications from Prototype  

through Volume Production.

u 2 facilities totalling 203,000 square feet

u Over 100 punch presses (ranging from 10 to 400 tons)  
 to produce stampings from one millimeter to 72” x 36” 

u  Short run, medium run and progressive stampings

u  Fabrication, laser, machining and waterjet cutting

u  Stamp all material types (steel, stainless steel, aluminum, 
yellow metals)

u  Just in time, kanban, 3rd party warehouse and vendor 
managed inventory programs available

u  Ship worldwide 

u An ISO 9001 and 14001 certified company

425 Weir Drive • Woodbury, MN 55125-1200
(651) 739-7373 • FAX (651) 739-8666

www.harveyvogel.com

Harvey Vogel is an
ISO 9001 and 14001

Certified Company

Harvey Vogel Manufacturing Co.
Harvey Vogel Manufacturing Co.

 Avant Garde Md ITC 

HARVEY VOGEL MANUFACTURING CO. AVANT GARDE MD ITC - ALL CAPS

Harvey Vogel Manufacturing Co. Kabel 

Avant Garde 

All of your metal stamping and assembly needs from one source

01/14

Harvey Vogel is located in Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minnesota and has been manufacturing 
more complex metal stampings and fabrications for over 70 years. With over 200,000 
square feet and 100 stamping presses, HV is ready to meet all of your metal stamping 
and assembly needs!

Harvey Vogel Manufacturing / USA

Custom Metal Stampings and Assemblies

ISO 9001
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